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wy.EK.s

Revision of

tecm's wojl(

Counting Skill:

Numbers

Resumption

test /jevision on

counting and

writing numerals

up 750.

2, FRACTIONS

jly the end of

%01ije of

the first term's

work

Practit e more

on counting and

grouping of

numbers

Acquire more

fikill% on

By the end of the lesson ,

pupils should be able to:

LEARNING

pupij% practice more questions on
first term's work

•Pupils a answer on
term's work e%peciajly on counting,

grouping of numbers and fractions,

•Pupjl$ In pairs select fraction flash cards

having the same denominators : 3/10

gv-vnjgc»s

Cou nting Skill:

Numbers from

751870, 401870

and 1-770

Writing Skill:

Writing of the

numbers

Addition and

subtraction of

fractions with the

same

denominators,

-Quantitative

Reasoning

Importance.

-To differentiate

between items of

the same value.

•used in sharing

gifts or other

items among

people

3,

identify numbers

751 -770

order numbers from

770

count numbers 1 -

770

write numbcrs 401-

770 in numerals and

in words

reverse the

counting of the

numbers

and 6/10, and % and 2/4etc

•Pupils in pxoups add fractions with the

%ame denominators e.g

•Pupils in groups subtract fractions with

the same denominators e .g 5/7 2/7

7
skip count in 33, 53,

6s, 75, 9s and IOS Quantitative reasoning

add fractions ofthe

same denominators Sample:

subtract fractions

with the same

denominator

solvc real life

problems on

fractions

solve quantitative

reasoning

fly the end of the

lesson, pupils

4 12 12 12

•Pupils as a class recite multiplication

tables of2 to 5.

(',ornmunkaiion and

collaboration,

('tritical thinking and

problem solving

('J)rnrnunjation and

collaboratkjn

•C.dtir„al thinking and

problems Sowing

-Izadership and

personal development

-creativity and

imagination

term past

qtjnticn

•Cardboard

addition and

subtractlm of fraction

orange

www. Inrhowxorn

www.Calculator

soupcom

-Commnication and

collaboration

•Flash card

N NUMBERS.

Counting Skill;

Numbers 771,790,

1-790

writing Skill:

of the

should be able to :

identify numbers

from

order numbers from

790

count numbers 1 -

790

write numbers

•Pupils use repeated addition to multiply

numbers eg

4X5 s 20

Tupils in small groups multiply 2 digits

number by 1 digit number e.g.

•Critical thinking and

Problems Solving.

-Leadership and

personal development

•Communication and

collaboration

www.duckstevs.com

Yideq link

www.purplemath.com

numerals and 5
790 in 

wordsWriting 



LEARNING ACTIVITV.S CORP,

WEEKS TOPICS

numbers.

-Multiplication of

2digits by Idigit
number

•Quantitative

Reasoning

Importance

-Banking Sector

-Government

offices

•Collation of

results in schools

4. MULTIPLICATIO
N OF NUMBERS

Counting Skill:

Numbers 791-810

Writing Skill:

Writing of the

numbers.

-Multiplication of

three I-digit
numbers taking
two at a time.

Importance:

-Banking Sector

-Buying and
Selling

-School results
collation

5. MULTIPLICATIO
N OF NUMBERS.

Counting SKIT:

Numbers 811-830

Writing Skill:

Writing of the

numbers.

-Distributive rule

LEARNING OBJE(TIVES

reverse the

count ing ot the

numbers

skip count in as, fis,

7s, 9s and

recite

iplicat ion

tables

tnultiply 2 (liltits

nujnber by 1 digit

nutnber

solve tval life

probletns on

Inultiplication
solve quantitat ive

reasoning
questions on

multjplication.

By the end of the lesson

pupils should be able to:

Identify numbers

from 791

order numbers fmm

1 -810

count numbers 1 -

810

write numbers 401 -

810 In numerals and

words

reverse the

counting ofthe
numbers
skip count in 3s, 5s,

6s, 7s, 9s and IOS

multiply three 1-

digit numbers

-pupils tell 

it.

x

ion Story

Quantitative Reasoning

123

-Pupils in pairs solve multiplication 01

three J-digt numbers taking two at a time

e.g:

4x5x6 OR

-20 x6 24 X 5

-120 = 120

Quantitative Reasoning:

taking two at a time (i) 000solve real life

problems on
multiplication
solve quantitative
reasoning
questions.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

identify numbers

from811 -830
order numbers from

1 -830
count numbers 1 -

830

336

336

-Pupils as a class recite multiplication

tables 2, 3, 5 and 10

-Pupils in pairs use number cards to

subtract and add some numbers;

e.g 8+3=11
8-3=5

-Pupils in groups expand multiplication

using distributive rules over addition

SKILLS

-Communication and
collaboration

-critical thinking and
problem solving

-cJMtivity and

imagination

-comunication and

collaboration

-critical thinking and

personal development

-creating and

imagination

write numbers 401 -

830 in numerals and

words

reverse the

countin of the

and subtraction,

e.g.: (i) (4 + 5)

'""'IC8

I.P.ARNING

-Abacus

-time table

Sitc

http%:Jlen.m,

wikipedia.ocg

-www.rnyhome

Carnptl%.com

Yidco

https://mc

youtube.com

-counter

-times table

-bundle of stick

WßB

www.my.homecamp.u

s.com

video

https://meyoutube.co

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK edudelighttutors.com



WEEKS TOPICS

of mult iplicat

over addition and

LEARNING MATHEMATICS

IT.ARNING ACMV'TES
V,Mnp.DDEO CORE

LVARNJNG

subtract 101)

-Quant It ative

Reasoning

-School results

ü)llation

-Banking sector

•Government

offices

Buying and

selling

6. DIHSION OF

NUMBERS

Counting Skill:

Numbers 831-850

Writing Skill:

Writing ofthe
numbers.

-Division without
reminder

-Factors of whole

numbers not

exceeding 48.

-Quantitative

Reasoning

Importance:
-Sharing of items

among children

-Calculation of

average

performance

-Collation of
school's results.

count in .6s,
"s, Vs. Os and IOS
multiplv
nutnb('ls

expand using
distributive IMIes
over addition and
subtraction

solve real life
problerns

skip 10

Q)

(3xfl) (3x3)

224-9

-15

Quantitative reasoning:

Sample:
solve quantitative
reasoning.

By the end lesson, 

identi$' numbers
from 831-850

-Pupils asa class, recite the multiplication -Communication and

opposite of multiplication is division e.g
Collaboration

order numbers from
1-850
count numbers 1 -
850

numbers 401-
850 in numerals and
words
reverse the
counäng ofthe
numbers
skip count in 3s, 5s,

6s, 7s, 9s and IOS

5x2 = 10

10+2 -5
-Pupils as a group write the mctors of
some numbers not exceeding 48. E.g.

24 =

divide 2-digiG

number by I-digit

number without
remainder
express factors of

whole numbers not

exceeding 48

solve real life

problems on

division

solve quanåtative

Criåcal thinking and
Problem solving

-Leadership and
Personal development

-Creativity and
Imaginaåon.

reasoning on

division.

7 MID-TERM BREAK MID-TERM BREAK

8. OPEN

SENTENCES

Counting Skill:

Numbers 1-400,

401-850 and 1-

850

By the end ofthe lesson,8.

pupils should be able to:

identify numbers

from 401-850

order numbers from

1 -850

count numbers 1 -

MID-TERM BREAK

-Pupils as a class find the missing

numbers in an open sentences e.g:

+ 21 52

-Pupils as a class solve the addition and

subtraction problems in open sentences.

e.g:

MID-TERM BREAK

-Communication &

collaboration

-Critical thinking and

problem solving

-Leadership and

Personal Development

RFSOfJRC.VS

m

-counters

Sites

www.basic-

mathematics.com

video

www.khamacade

my.org>math

BREAK

Video

www.youtube.com

Writing Skill:

Writing of the

850

write numbers 401 -

850 in numerals and

words

i) 508 - 275

+ 236 = 426

numbers.

-quantitative

reverse the

counting ofthe

numbers

skip count in 3s, 5s,

6s 7s 9s and IOS



onrxnves

reasoning

in

nr•ms

find the missing

humbe•rs

idt•nfifv

Re•øeoning:

in

life

rmblr•m€ Oh open

qtsgntit*tne

end of the

236

x Pupils in small groups participate in -Communication and
pupils should be able try

identify numty•rs

Re, 070 470
from

the changing of naira to kobo and kobo to Collaboration

naira
-Critical thinking and

b. pupas in a group demonstrate on Problems solving
the ad of btryiN and selling that involves

addition and subtraction of money. - leadership and

RVSOIJROS

AUDIO VISUAL
MATERIAJS

-Denominations 
of

currency

-Money 
the

subtraction of
mono• not

NGO

money;
with product ntM
morr than

reasonjne

-To know the
vahg• orcurrency

rate

and

i 

and sdiane
O' With

401
870

M the

c. Pupils as a dass 'Bpond to mental skill Personal development

on multiplication.

a 83.41 to

"3.41:k3+41k0bo
= 300k •41k

2.341k
.38 SS b aid 87-50 and 82.25

78 % md IOS 82-18 from 83.30
naira

chart

- Dumrny mmey

m.youmbe.com
c. mutip&N2.62 3.

aid md

NSC)

Dtre N200

on

1-20

"163.12

-Pupas asayotpperforrn a dranu on

Riool premise

12&13

and
Q)Ooration

-Gthenship

-Creaüvity
—n*ioa

Leadership and
Personal development

-aarrency mo&l
Rznplß ofmmry

Weblink

www.eåacatioacom

edudelighttutors.com


